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Photoemission data taken with hard x-ray radiation on cleaved single crystals of the barium parent compound of the MFe2As2 pnictide high-temperature superconductor family are presented. Making use of the
increased bulk sensitivity upon hard x-ray excitation, and comparing the results to data taken at conventional
vacuum ultraviolet photoemission excitation energies, it is shown that the BaFe2As2 cleavage surface provides
an electrostatic environment that is slightly different to the bulk, most likely in the form of a modified
Madelung potential. However, as the data argue against a different surface doping level, and the surface-related
features in the spectra are by no means as dominating as seen in systems such as YBa2Cu3Ox, we can conclude
that the itinerant, near-EF electronic states are almost unaffected by the existence of the cleavage surface.
Furthermore, exploiting the strong changes in photoionization cross section between the Fe and As states
across the wide photon energy range employed, it is shown that the degree of energetic overlap between the
iron 3d and arsenic 4p valence bands is particularly small at the Fermi level, which can only mean a very low
degree of hybridization between the Fe 3d and As 4p states near and at EF. Consequently, this means that the
itinerancy of the charge carriers in this group of materials involves mainly the Fe 3d-Fe 3d overlap integrals
with at best a minor role for the Fe 3d-As 4p hopping parameters and that the states which support superconductivity upon doping are essentially of Fe 3d character.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.115125
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of a class of high-TC superconductors based on 共quasi兲 two-dimensional 共2D兲 FeAs layers,
rather than on CuO layers,1 has caused significant excitement
in the field of condensed matter physics. The discovery of a
family of superconductors with high transition temperatures,
large critical fields, and more isotropic properties than the
cuprates also gives a window of opportunity in terms of future applications. Moreover, many hope that these iron pnictides can help us gain more insight into the mechanisms that
lead to unconventional superconductivity in general or may
even help unravel a now 20-year-old mystery: what makes
the high-TC cuprates superconduct? From the beginning of
the cuprate era, surface sensitive probes such as 共angle resolved兲 photoemission spectroscopy 关共AR兲PES兴 and scanning tunneling spectroscopy 共STS兲 have played an important
role in determining the electronic structure of the high-TC
superconductors.2,3 Crucial pieces of the high-TC puzzle have
been supplied by these experimental techniques, for instance,
insight in the superconducting order parameter and coupling
to identifiable bosonic modes.2 In this light, it will be no
surprise that also the iron pnictides are already being studied
intensively using the aforementioned techniques.4–10
One important point to keep in mind, however, is that the
surface electronic structure of a material can differ from the
bulk electronic structure, in which case detailed knowledge
regarding the origin and nature of these differences is required in order to fully exploit the strong points of techniques such as ARPES and STS to investigate bulk superconductivity.
1098-0121/2009/79共11兲/115125共8兲

The pnictides are quasi-two-dimensional materials, such
as the cuprates, where one can assign a formal charge to each
layer of the crystal structure. As the crystal symmetry at the
surface is broken, one can be left with a polar surface and the
possibility of having a diverging electrical field at the cleavage plane. To avoid this “polarization catastrophe,” the surface of a material can be reconstructed, both structurally
and/or electronically. An interesting example of the latter is
thought to occur at the interface of perovskite heterostructures, such as LaAlO3 / SrTiO3. Such heterointerfaces are
conducting,11 although both oxides have a band gap of several electron volts. The diverging electrical field is quenched
here by means of a partial charge transfer, giving the interface layer half the charge and opposite sign with respect to
the charge of the layer below.
In order to compare the surface and bulk properties of a
material one would want to be able to tune the probing depth
of the experiment. In a photoemission experiment the escape
depth of the photoelectrons is sensitive to their kinetic energy, i.e., the excitation energy of the photons. Conventional
共AR兲PES experiments are performed with photon energies
typically between 20 and 100 eV 关in the 共vacuum兲 ultraviolet
共VUV兲 range兴, coinciding with a minimum in the electron
escape depth and thus probing only the first few angstroms
below the surface. By choosing higher excitation energies in
the hard x-ray regime 共h’s of several keV兲, the probing
depth is increased to nanometers or even tens of nanometers.
In this paper, we present results from a photoemission
study of the undoped parent compound of one of the main
pnictide high-TC superconductor families, BaFe2As2 共abbreviated forthwith as Ba122兲, presenting core-level and
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Hard x-ray photoemission data from Ba122. All data taken at room temperature. 共a兲 Overview spectrum taken with
h = 3000 eV. The inset shows a scanning tunneling microscopy topograph 共150⫻ 150 Å2兲 from room-temperature cleaved Ba122, displaying a clear surface reconstruction that lacks long-range order 关taken from Ref. 14兴. 共b兲 Zoom of the near valence-band region displaying the
Ba 5p 共green shaded兲 and As 4s core levels 共red shaded兲 and an approximate inelastic background in blue. Representative core-level spectra
共h = 2010 eV兲 for all three elements are shown in 共c兲. Displayed are spectra taken in a normal emission geometry 共black兲 and 35° off
normal 共red兲, the latter decreasing the bulk sensitivity, as the mean-free path length of the electron is determined by the photon energy and
the escape depth thus by the emission angle 共illustrated schematically in the inset of the rightmost panel兲. The Fe 2p3/2 peak is fitted with a
single Doniac-Sunjic line shape, displayed in green. Note that the normal and off normal recorded spectra for As 2p and Fe 2p fall exactly
on top of each other, but that the off normal recorded spectrum for Ba 3d has additional spectral weight on the high binding energy side. The
inset to the Fe 2p3/2 core-level spectrum shows a broadened and background corrected version of this spectrum including the Fe 2p1/2 line
共blue兲 together with Fe 2p core lines from metallic Fe共111兲 taken from Ref. 15 in green. Note the excellent resemblance. For the Ba 3d3/2
line shown in the rightmost panel of 共c兲, the difference between normal and off-normal emissions is highlighted in green. Note that the
normal and off normal recorded spectra for As 2p and Fe 2p fall exactly on top of each other, but that the off normal recorded spectrum for
Ba 3d has additional spectral weight on the high binding energy side.

k-integrated valence-band 共VB兲 spectra for this composition.
Ba122 has been reported to become superconducting by both
hole doping 共substituting K for Ba兲 and electron doping 共substituting Co for Fe兲, with a maximum TC of 40 and 22 K,
respectively.12,13
Reports in the literature have pointed out that the cleavage
plane of single crystalline Ba122 is most likely to be the Ba
block layer.8,14 As this compound consists of FeAs layers
separated by a single Ba layer, this means that 共in order to
obtain a symmetric cleave and maintain charge neutrality兲
the top barium layer on the surface termination after the
cleave should contain half the number of atoms compared to
the bulk Ba layers. The surface of Ba122 is thus expected to
differ from the bulk, structurally. This has been shown to be
the case by several groups doing scanning tunneling microscopy, where a clear reconstruction of the tetragonal unit cell
is visible.8,10,14 The nature of the reconstruction has been
reported to be 2 ⫻ 1,10 or with larger period,14 but upon
cleavage at room temperatures it lacks sufficient long-range

order to be observed using low energy electron diffraction.14
An example of such a disordered, reconstructed Ba122 surface is shown in the inset of Fig. 1共a兲. The question is, of
course: what will be the effect of these specifically surfacerelated phenomena on the electronic structure of the surface
and near surface region?
By comparing photoemission measurements carried out
using hard x-ray radiation and data taken at conventional
excitation energies, we find that the former give information
mainly about the bulk electronic structure of Ba122, while
the latter data show signs of an additional surface electronic
structure component, representing a minor alteration of the
electronic environment at the termination surface compared
to the bulk. We can therefore conclude that the surface of this
parent compound of the pnictide 122 high-TC superconductors is electronically reconstructed with respect to the bulk
electronic structure but that the deviation from the bulk situation is modest. The implications of this altered surface
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structure are expected to be small for the near-EF electronic
states.
Having clarified this point, we are able to use data recorded with widely differing photon energies to show that
the majority of the As 4p and Fe 3d states that make up the
VB of Ba122 possesses relatively little overlap in energy.
This means that the degree of hybridization between iron 3d
and arsenic 4p orbitals is quite small for this compound compared to the Cu-O hybridization in the high-TC cuprates. Importantly, the near-EF states are almost exclusively Fe 3d;
thus, the hopping of the itinerant charge carriers in this parent compound of the pnictide high-temperature superconductors involves mainly the Fe 3d-Fe 3d overlap integrals.
II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments with photon energies h = 2010 and 3000 eV
were performed at the KMC-1 beamline at the HelmholtzZentrum Berlin, coupled to the Scienta R4000 analyzer of
the HiKE end station.16 Experiments were carried out at
room temperature in a grazing incidence geometry with a
total energy resolution of 300 and 450 meV for h = 2010 and
3000 eV, respectively, as determined from the width of the
Fermi edge of a piece of gold foil. Single crystals of Ba122
larger than 1 ⫻ 1 mm2 were grown from Sn flux and cleaved
in a vacuum better than 1 ⫻ 10−9 mbar, resulting in shiny,
flat cleavage surfaces. The level of tin impurities in the crystals was estimated from core-level intensities to be on the
order of 7 at. %, and these single crystals show a magnetic
and structural transition at a reduced temperature of 60 K,
instead of the familiarly observed 140 K for Sn impurity-free
samples.13
Experiments with h = 125 and 140 eV were carried out at
the UE112–PGMa beamline at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin using an SES100 electron analyzer and were performed
both at room temperature and at low temperature 共25 K兲,
with an experimental energy resolution of 30 meV. These
experiments were performed on the same batch of single
crystals as the HiKE experiments and on the sample surfaces
cleaved both at room and at low temperatures in a vacuum
better than 2 ⫻ 10−10 mbar. The results obtained did not depend on the temperature at which the crystal was cleaved.
Spectra were taken in transmission 共k integrating兲 mode of
the electron energy analyzers.
III. HARD X-RAY DATA

In Fig. 1共a兲 an overview spectrum of Ba122 taken with
h = 3 keV is shown, displaying many core-level lines. The
small O 1s, C 1s, and Ag 3d signals come from surface contamination of the sample holder and the silver loaded epoxy
that was used to attach the Ba122 crystal to the sample
holder.17 The binding energies of identifiable core levels are
listed in Table I. Figure 1共b兲 shows a zoom of the near-EF
region with clearly distinguishable, spin-orbit split Ba 5p
lines at a binding energy 共BE兲 of 15 eV, the As 4s line at 12
eV and the VB between BE⬇ 8 eV and EF. We note that the
As 4s line at 12 eV has been confused in the literature with a
charge transfer satellite coming from the Fe 3d states of the

TABLE I. Binding energies 共BE兲 in eV of the measured core
levels of Ba122, h = 3000 eV, T = room temperature. The Fermi
level was determined from the Fermi cutoff of piece of gold foil.
The accuracy of the binding energy determination is ⫾100 meV.
The Fe 3s line coincides with the Ba 4d lines and could thus not be
resolved. The Fe 3p spin-orbit splitting could also not be resolved.

Core level
As 2p1/2
As 2p3/2
Ba 3s
Ba 3p1/2
Ba 3p3/2
Fe 2s
Ba 3d3/2
Ba 3d5/2
Fe 2p1/2
Fe 2p3/2
Ba 4s
As 3s
Ba 4p1/2

BE
共eV兲

Core level

1358.1
1322.4
1292.8
1136.0
1062.1
844.9
795.1
779.7
719.6
706.5
252.9
204.2
192.2

Ba 4p3/2
As 3p1/2
As 3p3/2
Fe 3s
Ba 4d3/2
Ba 4d5/2
Fe 3p1/2,3/2
As 3d3/2
As 3d5/2
Ba 5s
Ba 5p1/2
Ba 5p3/2
As 4s

BE
共eV兲
178.1
145.0
140.1
92.0
89.5
52.7
41.4
40.7
29.6
16.3
14.4
11.6

valence band.18 This spectral feature however is unlikely to
originate from a satellite as its spectral weight at h
= 3 keV is comparable to the entire valence band. At lower
excitation energies its relative weight becomes significantly
smaller; see for instance the inset of Fig. 2共b兲 taken with
h = 125 eV. The spectral weight of the 12 eV feature traces
the tabulated photoionization As 4s cross-section values20
for these two photon energies, thus supporting an assignment
to the As 4s shallow core level.
Figure 1共c兲 shows spectra of representative core levels
from the three elements in Ba122: As 2p, Fe 2p, and Ba 3d,
taken with a photon energy of 2010 eV. Comparing the line
shapes of the three core levels, it is immediately clear that
while the As 2p and Ba 3d peaks are quite symmetric, the
Fe 2p line is not. The Fe 2p peak can be fitted with a single
Gaussian-broadened Doniac-Sunjic line shape with asymmetry parameter ␣ = 0.44, a value that is identical to reported
values for elemental Fe.15 If the asymmetry in the Ba122 Fe
core lines was caused by the presence of high BE charge
transfer satellites, one could expect the signature of a shoulder in the spectrum, but instead the high BE side of the core
line is completely smooth. The inset in Fig. 1共c兲 shows the
measured Fe 2p spectrum together with a Fe共111兲2p line
from the literature.15 The measured spectrum has been broadened with a Gaussian with full width of half maximum
共FWHM= 700 meV to compensate for the higher resolution
of our experiment, and additionally a smooth Shirley-type
background has been subtracted from the hard x-ray excited
data presented here so as to enable a reasonable comparison
of the two spectra. One can see that the two spectra coincide
perfectly.21 The fact that the Ba122 Fe core-level lines are so
identical to those of elementary Fe means that the asymmetry
of the core lines is best though of as caused by the significant
partial density of states 共pDOS兲 of Fe at the Fermi level. This
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Comparison of x-ray and VUV photoemission valence-band data 共a兲 Valence-band spectra taken with
h = 2010 eV, T = room temperature and h = 125 eV, T = 20 K
共Ref. 19兲. The inset shows a broadened version of the h
= 125 eV spectrum, representing the Fe 3d pDOS of the valence
band. This curve has been subtracted from the one in the left panel
to obtain the As 4p pDOS 共shown as the red curve in the inset兲. 共b兲
Shallow core levels of Ba122 recorded with h = 125 eV, T
= 20 K. The inset shows a zoom of the Ba 5p and As core levels,
with their Lorentzian peak fits 共green shaded and red shaded areas,
respectively兲.

enables a continuum of possible excitations during the creation of the core hole, leading to a smooth “loss tail” at the
high BE side of the core-level line. In turn, the fact that the
As 2p core line in Fig. 1共c兲 is so symmetric 共a fit with a
Doniac-Sunjic line form yields an ␣ of only 0.06兲 means that
the As pDOS at the Fermi level is almost negligible in comparison with the Fe 3d contribution. The core-level lines
were recorded both in normal emission geometry, as well as
with an emission angle of 35° off normal. The latter geometry increases the surface sensitivity of the experiment 关see
the inset in Fig. 1共c兲兴 but yields almost identical results as
normal emission for the Fe 2p and As 2p core lines. The
Ba 3d line, however, is broader when recorded in off-normal
emission, as can be seen in the rightmost panel of Fig. 1共c兲.
Although the difference is quite small, it is evident that there
is a small surface contribution for the Ba core lines, causing
a 共modest兲 asymmetry in the Ba 3d line shape.
IV. VALENCE-BAND DATA

Now focusing on the near EF electronic states, a zoom of
the valence-band region taken with h = 2010 eV is depicted

in Fig. 2共a兲. One can see that the total bandwidth of the
valence band is about 6–8 eV, displaying a sharp peak close
to EF 共the maximum being centered at about 350 meV BE兲
and a broad hump between 3 to 7 eV. From our core-level
data it is already evident that the DOS closest to EF consists
primarily of Fe 3d states, but at this particular photon energy
共h = 2010 eV兲, the photoionization cross sections 共PIXs兲
共Ref. 20兲 for Fe 3d and As 4p are roughly equal, meaning
that we cannot a priori distinguish between Fe and As
pDOSs. At photon energies around 100 eV however, the
PIXs favor Fe 3d with respect to the As 4p states by a factor
70, making spectra measured with these photon energies representative for the Fe 3d pDOS. In Fig. 2共a兲 one can also see
a valence-band spectrum recorded with h = 125 eV,22 with
a large peak at EF and hardly any sign of a hump at higher
binding energies, showing that the Fe 3d states are indeed
located close to or at EF and that the As 4p states are mainly
responsible for the spectral weight between 3 and 7 eV. The
inset in Fig. 2共a兲 shows the difference between the measured
spectra in panel 共a兲 whereby the h = 125 eV spectrum has
been broadened with a Gaussian of 350 meV to account for
the difference in resolution and temperature between the two
measurements. This subtraction spectrum gives an estimate
for the As 4p density of states. One minor remark is that the
relative spectral weight of the As 4p to the Fe 3d states
would then be roughly 2:1 for the hard x-ray data, judging
from the area under the curves in the inset of Fig. 2, which is
a factor of 2 too high if compared to tabulated photoionization cross sections. These cross sections however are listed
for atomic values, and it is not certain that they are strictly
applicable to the valence band of a material such as Ba122.
The important, qualitatively robust point we make here is
that there is little overlap in energy between the main
maxima of the Fe 3d 共350 meV兲 and the As 4p states 共4 eV兲.
In the literature, several studies, both theoretical23 and
experimental,24 have suggested that the Fe 3d and As 4p
states are strongly hybridized, thereby trying to rationalize
the small measured Fe magnetic moment compared to predictions from local-density approximation 共LDA兲 calculations. Others, however, have argued that the Fe-As overlap is
small.25 Although from our data it is hard to make a quantitative statement about the hybridization between Fe and As,
it is clear that electronic states between EF and the first 1.5
eV, which determine the physical properties such as magnetism and superconductivity, are 共almost兲 exclusively of Fe 3d
character. This would not mean the As 4p states are of no
importance: our data would not exclude an important role for
the As atoms as a source of screening of the iron on-site
Coulomb repulsion.25 We stress here that our use of the
Ba122 compound enables us to draw these conclusions regarding the Fe-As covalence in a reliable manner. Many photoemission studies in the literature have been carried out on
the structurally related 1111-pnictides24,26,27 that, besides arsenic, also contain oxygen. The O 2p states of these compounds overlap in energy with the As 4p states25,28 and give
a strong contribution to the valence-band spectral weight,
both at low as well as at high photon energies, thus making a
trustworthy disentanglement of the As and Fe partial density
of states practically impossible.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Surface versus bulk electronic states of
Ba122 from comparison of x-ray and VUV photoemission data; 共a兲
Ba 4d 共left兲 and As 3d 共right兲 core levels recorded with h
= 140 eV 共black兲. The surface 共S兲, and bulk 共B兲, contributions have
been determined by a fit with four Gaussian-broadened Lorentzians
and are shown with blue and green shaded areas, respectively. 共b兲
For comparison, the same core levels recorded with h = 3000 eV
共red兲 are shown together with the data from panel 共a兲 共thin black兲
and Gaussian-broadened versions of the latter 共blue兲 to compensate
for the difference in experimental resolution. 共c兲 Ba 4d core levels
of cleaved YBa2Cu3Ox 共x = 6.75兲 taken with different experimental
geometries and photon energies in the hard x-ray regime. Data
shown courtesy of Maiti and co-workers. Note the large spectral
weight of the surface contribution here and the large energy difference between bulk 共b兲 and surface 共s兲 states, indicated in the figure
with green and blue vertical lines, respectively.
V. SHALLOW CORE-LEVEL DATA

Now zooming in on the form of the As 3d and Ba 4d
levels, it is evident that for both core levels the main lines
have shoulders 关see panel 共a兲 of Fig. 3兴, taken with h
= 140 eV. The weight of these features varies slightly from
cleavage surface to cleavage surface. Note that whereas the
shoulder of the As 3d line is always located at the low binding energy side of the main line, the Ba 4d shoulders are

reproducibly situated at the high binding energy side of the
main line. The size of the binding energy shift for both elements is similar: +共−兲400 meV for Ba 共As兲. The appearance
of these extra core-level features is most naturally explained
in terms of the existence of surface and bulk contributions.
The relative weight of these contributions has been determined by fitting the spin-orbit split doublets with, in total,
four Gaussian-broadened Lorentzians, for both the As 3d and
the Ba 4d core levels. We mention in passing that the spinorbit splitting of the As 3d core level is 670 meV, which is
very close to the value found for metallic arsenic,29 and thus
we are of the opinion that this value itself cannot be taken as
a signal of strong Fe-As hybridization, as was done recently
in a photoemission study of a member of the 1111-pnictide
family.24
From Fig. 3共a兲 one can see that with respect to that of As,
the surface contribution for Ba is very large and significantly
broadened when compared to the bulk states, which would
support a picture in which the Ba atoms indeed make up the
termination surface after UHV cleavage of Ba122 single
crystals. The broad energy distribution of the Ba surface
states might partly be due to adsorption of residual gas from
the vacuum onto the surface, or, more significantly, to the
absence of long-range structural order in the topmost Ba
layer 关as shown in the inset in Fig. 1共a兲兴.10,14 The fact that the
surface contribution for arsenic is much more narrow than
for Ba can also be rationalized within the same picture as the
“subsurface” As layer is far less perturbed by the cleavage
and possesses a markedly reduced variation in electronic environments compared to the topmost Ba layer. Furthermore,
the small spectral weight of the surface features in the As
spectra compared to the Ba case can be taken as evidence
that the effect of the presence of the surface is rapidly
screened away for the atomic layers further below the Ba
termination layer.
In Fig. 3共b兲 the same core-level spectra as in panel 共a兲 are
plotted, overlain with the same core levels measured with
h = 3 keV. It is evident that the 共much more surface sensitive兲 h = 140 eV data for Ba 4d 共left panel兲 are much
broader at the base, although they were recorded with much
higher resolution than the hard x-ray data. Broadening of the
VUV-excited Ba 4d data, to correct for the difference in experimental resolution, gives an asymmetric line shape with
much more spectral weight at the high binding energy side
than the h = 3 keV data, emphasizing the fact that the hard
x-ray data is indeed probing the electronic structure representative for the bulk of Ba122. The As 3d peaks, as measured with h = 140 eV, are significantly narrower compared
to the x-ray data, and broadening yields a spectrum that is,
despite the non-negligible surface component, almost identical to the 3 keV data. This also explains why the surface
contribution for As could not be resolved from comparison
between the 3 keV and 2010 eV x-ray data, while it was
evident for the Ba core levels. Also the Fe 3p core level 共not
shown兲 shows an altered peak form when measured with
h = 140 eV compared to the hard x-ray data, although the
VUV-excited signal is very weak and thus not amenable to
further analysis. In addition, the small spin-orbit splitting and
the Doniac-Sunjic peak form for this line disqualify a disentanglement of the surface and bulk contributions for the
Fe 3p signal.
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An important point to unravel is, of course, the exact origin of the difference between the surface and the bulk electronic environments of Ba122. In general, the shift of a core
level ⌬E can be explained by a number of terms given by the
following formula:
⌬E = ⌬ + K⌬Q + ⌬V M − ⌬ER ,
where ⌬ is the change in the chemical potential, ⌬Q is the
change in the number of valence electrons of the atom under
consideration, ⌬V M is the change in the Madelung potential,
and ⌬ER is the change in the extra-atomic relaxation energy
due to polarizability of the atoms and the conduction electrons surrounding the created core hole.30 In the case of
Ba122 it is a nontrivial exercise to determine exactly the role
played by each of these terms at the surface. One may expect, at least, that the polarization and the Madelung potential are different at the surface, although it is difficult to
disentangle these two contributions. A good starting point
would therefore be to compare the measured data for Ba122
to a known case from the literature in which 共electronic兲
surface renormalization is known to play an important role.
Let us first consider the possibility of a 共grossly兲 different
charge carrier concentration at the surface, i.e., an altered
surface doping level. From photoemission investigations it is
known that certain cuprates which lack a natural cleavage
plane, such as YBa2Cu3Ox 共x ⬇ 7.0兲—YBCO for short—
show such a surface doping effect.31 For YBCO this is
caused by the fact that the CuO chains are ruptured upon
cleavage, remaining behind—in the form of debris—on the
termination surface. These chain fragments donate extra
holes to the underlying copper-oxygen plane bilayer. The
analogy with Ba122, where also only half of a bulk crystal
layer remains on the surface after cleavage, is obvious. This
type of electronic surface reconstruction for YBCO, however, has a drastic effect on the measured core-level spectra,
as can be seen in Fig. 3共c兲. Depicted are Ba 4d core levels
taken, in order of decreasing bulk sensitivity, with h
⬇ 6 keV and h ⬇ 2 keV in normal emission geometry and
h ⬇ 2 keV with 35° off-normal emission. The difference
between spectra recorded with the latter two sets of experimental conditions is still very significant, showing that one
has a sizable surface contribution even with an excitation
energy of 2 keV. This is not the case for Ba122 关Fig. 1共c兲兴,
where the difference between normal and off-normal emissions is nigh indistinguishable. Also, the shift of the surface
states of YBCO is quite large: about 1 eV with respect to the
bulk states, more than twice that seen in Ba122. Moreover,
the increased surface doping of YBCO leads to a shift of
surface states toward higher binding energy both for the cations and anions 共O2−兲, so this mechanism can most likely be
disqualified as the cause of the electronic surface reconstruction of Ba122.
The picture for Ba122 shown in Fig. 3共a兲 is, in fact, very
reminiscent of the situation seen in x-ray photoemission
from the GaAs 共110兲 surface, where the core levels are
known to contain a surface contribution.32 This surface component has a shift in binding energy 共with respect to the main
line兲 that is opposite for the negatively and positively
charged As and Ga ions: toward lower and higher binding

energies, respectively. This shift has been explained by a
change in the Madelung potential at the surface33 with a
core-level shift that happens to be close to what we find here
for Ba122. Therefore, it is quite credible that the altered surface electronic structure of Ba122 is caused by a change in
the Madelung potential, with the surface doping level itself
being very close or equal to the bulk value for the Ba122
material. The question then arises as to what effect this has
on the valence-band states and, in particular those close to
EF, which are intimately involved in the superconductivity in
the doped Ba122 and related materials.
First, while one may expect the altered surface Madelung
potential to have some effect, one should bear in mind that
the near-EF states in these systems are bandlike and itinerant
in nature, whereas the concept of a Madelung energy is more
generally applicable to localized, ionic electronic levels. Second, in the case of GaAs 共which possesses a band gap on the
order of 1 eV兲, calculations have indicated that the presence
of occupied surface electronic states are attributable to the
altered Madelung potential in that system, lying at about 500
meV below the valence-band edge. Yet, no sizable, structured contribution from these states has been identified in
photoemission experiments.34 Taking all these considerations
together, we conclude that the near-EF electronic structure at
the surface of Ba122 is very close to that of the bulk. Furthermore, the fact that the surface doping level of Ba122
looks to be the same as the bulk 共despite the presence of a
reconstructed and potentially polar Ba termination layer兲
provides confidence that STM and ARPES should be representative probes to investigate the bulk properties of Ba122,
such as spin ordering transition temperatures and superconductivity, both in terms of critical temperature and superconducting gap sizes as a function of temperature and doping.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented high-resolution photoemission data
taken with hard x-ray and VUV photon beams on single
crystals of the undoped parent compound of the electron- and
hole-doped pnictide high-temperature superconductor,
BaFe2As2. From the line shape of the core levels it could be
deduced that the near-EF electronic states are primarily of
itinerant Fe 3d character. By comparing the hard x-ray excited data with results obtained using conventional VUV excitation energies, we were able to disentangle the approximate Fe and As partial densities of states in the valence band
and show that the contribution of the As 4p states near the
Fermi level is very small indeed. Seeing as this energy region is where the Fe 3d partial density of states is maximal,
this strongly suggests that the degree of hybridization between the Fe 3d and As 4p states is minimal at and near EF
for these states, a fact that could be of considerable significance in relation to the issue of the small magnetic moment
found at the Fe sites in these compounds.
The exploitation of two widely differing regimes of photoelectron kinetic energies has also enabled us to examine
whether the electronic structure of the cleaved Ba122 surface
is the same as or close to that of the bulk. By comparison
with the well-studied case of GaAs, we find that the termi-
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nation surface—which comprises the Ba layer of the
quasi-2D crystal structure—is likely to possess a modified
Madelung potential, compared to the bulk. However, the
core-level data do provide evidence against the existence of a
surface region with differing doping level. The departure of
the surface contribution to the electronic structure in Ba122
from the bulk situation is very modest in the iron pnictide.
Therefore, the distorting effects of the real cleavage surface
on the investigation of bulk representative near-EF electronic
properties of Ba122 and related compounds with surface sensitive probes such as angle resolved photoemission and scanning tunneling spectroscopy are found to be minor in nature.
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